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Economic historian Peter H. Lindert is the Distinguished Professor of
Economics at the University of California, Davis. Dr. Lindert is also a research
associate at the National Bureau of Economic Research.
His works on the welfare state and inequality include his prize-winning book,
Growing Public: Social Spending and Economic Growth since the Eighteenth Century
(Cambridge University Press 2004), and the book Unequal Gains: American
Growth and Inequality since 1700 (Princeton University Press 2016, co-authored
with Jeffrey Williamson).
Dr. Lindert earned an A.B. from Princeton University’s Woodrow Wilson School of Public and
International Affairs, and a Ph.D. from Cornell University.
Wednesday, April 11, 2018 | Evening Keynote Address | 7:30 p.m.
Income inequality has been rising since the 1970s, especially in the United States. Are conservative
changes in government policy contributing to this inequality, or have policy changes brought relief
from rising inequality? New data suggest that although the U.S. government, like Britain and
others, has been helping the richest slightly by cutting top tax rates, they have continued to help the
poor and near-poor with better safety nets. Public education has also acted as a growing long-run
equalizer of incomes. The net effect of policies that show up in the government budget has been
slightly pro-poor, checking part of the rise of inequality.
If the changes in government spending and taxes did not make Americans more unequal, what
did? Global market forces, mostly. Part of the answer has been that government policies toward
trade and immigration have stood aside, letting market globalization foster growth while widening
the income gaps within this country. Ironically, the pro-growth refusal to shelter workers against
the globalization of trade and labor markets started as a Republican policy preference, but
Republicans have now become the more protectionist party at the expense of world income
growth.
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Ambassador Carmen Domínguez, currently Deputy Permanent Representative
(DPR) of Chile to the United Nations, has been a career foreign service officer
since 1991. She has served as Economic Officer at the Embassy of Chile in the
United States (1995–2000), was DPR for the Mission of Chile to the WTO
(2002–2006), as well as Economic Adviser at the Embassy of Chile in Peru
(2008–2010), and DPR for the Mission of Chile to the OECD (2011–2013). In
Chile, she has been Trade Policy Adviser to the Minister of Foreign Affairs, Chief of Staff to the
Vice Minister, and Director for Strategic Planning.
Domínguez earned a B.A. from Bowdoin College (U.S.), an LLM with honors in International
Economic Law from the University of Warwick (U.K.), and a Mid-Career MPA from Harvard
University’s Kennedy School of Government. She is also a graduate of Chile’s Diplomatic
Academy and is a Yale World Fellow. She has lectured and taught at various universities and
academic programs, has participated in numerous international conferences and written articles
and columns for academic journals and the media.

Thursday, April 12, 2018 | Luncheon Keynote Address | 12 noon
Stephen Meardon will have a discussion with Ambassador Domínguez which will focus on her
career in the Chilean foreign service; economic development in Chile, and how Chilean foreign
policy has sought to foster it. How these considerations inform her understanding of the
objectives of trade policy and the strategy of trade negotiations; and her views on the connection
(especially the political connection) between international trade and income inequality.
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Luis Rubio is chairman of the Mexican Council on Foreign Relations and
México Evalua-CIDAC, an independent research institution devoted to the
study of economic and political policy issues. Winner of the APRA Book
Award in 1985, in 1993 he was given the Dag Hammarskjöld Award and in
1998 the National Journalism Award for op-ed pieces. Rubio is a prolific writer
on political, economic, and international subjects. He is a contributing editor
of Reforma, and his analyses and opinions often appear in major newspapers
and journals in México, the US, and Europe (The New York Times, The Wall Street Journal, Financial
Times, International Herald Tribune, Los Angeles Times, The Washington Post, and National Public Radio).
He is author and editor of 49 books, including A World of Opportunities; The Problem of Power: Mexico
Requires a New System of Government; A Mexican Utopia: The Rule of Law is Possible; NAFTA at Twenty:
A Political and Strategic Perspective; and Mexico: A Middle Class Society, Poor No More, Developed Not Yet.
Before joining CIDAC, in the 1970's he was planning director of Citibank in México and served as
an adviser to México's Secretary of the Treasury. He holds a diploma in financial management, a
M.M.B.A., and his M.A. and Ph.D. in political science are from Brandeis University.
Friday, April 13, 2018 | Luncheon Keynote Address | 1 p.m.
México is in the midst of a presidential contest which has revived an old divide: openness vs.
autarky; closeness with the US vs. distance; democracy vs. governmental controls. In contrast with
nations like Chile or Spain, which experienced democratic transitions from a dictatorship
embodied by one person, México has liberalized without becoming a fully modern, democratic,
and market society and economy. Paradoxically, both migration to the north as well as NAFTA
helped sustain and make viable an unfinished transition process which has now hit a wall. The US
has a fundamental interest in this process, but the Trump administration has taken a distant view
of a geopolitical reality, further complicating the ongoing electoral contest.
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Hans-Michael Trautwein is a professor of international economics at the Carl
von Ossietzky University of Oldenburg in Germany. Currently, he also serves as
Director of the Centre of Transnational Studies (ZenTra) of the Universities
Bremen and Oldenburg, and as President of the European Society for the
History of Economic Thought (ESHET).
Trautwein´s research interests comprise theoretical, empirical, and historical
studies of monetary integration and financial markets, transnational governance,
and the evolution of macroeconomic thinking, in particular along the lines of Wicksell, Keynes,
and Schumpeter. Trautwein has published widely in international journals and collected volumes.
His books include A Short History of Economic Thought (written together with Bo Sandelin and
Richard Wundrak), Thought on Economic Development in China (edited with Ying Ma), and Peripheral
Visions of Economic Development (edited with Mario García Molina). He is also a managing editor of
the European Journal of the History of Economic Thought.

Dr. Phillip W. Magness is an economic historian specializing in the “long” 19th
Century United States, as well as general fiscal trends in the 19th and 20th
centuries. His broader research extends to the economic history of the United
States and includes historical tariff policy, the federal income tax, the
relationship between taxation and wealth inequality, and the political economy
of slavery. He is currently a visiting assistant professor of economics at Berry
College in Rome, GA for the 2017-18 term.
Thursday, April 12, 2018 | Panel Presentation | 2 p.m.
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Dr. George R. G. Clarke is the BBVA Compass Bank Group Distinguished Chair
of International Economics and Finance at the A. R. Sanchez, Jr. School of
Business, Texas A&M International University. He is currently the editor of The
International Trade Journal.
His academic research focuses on privatization and competition in banking and
infrastructure and on the impact of corruption on firm performance and growth.
He has published over 40 papers in academic journals and books including in the
Journal of Development Economics, Journal of Public Economics, Journal of Comparative Economics, Journal of
Money, Credit and Banking, and Journal of Law and Economics.
Before joining Texas A&M International University, he was a senior private sector development
specialist at the World Bank. While at the World Bank, he worked in the Africa Region, the Europe
and Central Asia Region, and the Development Research Group. He was also one of the core team
members that wrote the 2005 World Development Report: A Better Investment Climate for Everyone.
He received his Ph.D. in Economics from the University of Rochester and his BA in Mathematics
and Economics from Cornell University.
Friday, April 13, 2018 | 10:30 a.m.

